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This Lecture

We write Tic-tac-toe in Java!
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Tic-Tac-Toe

Two players, X and O, take turns filling out a 3-
by-3 grid. A player wins if their side gets 3-in-a-
row, horizontally, vertically, or diagonally.
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How Do We Approach This?

Top-down programming
Start from an overview of what we want to do

Break it down into substeps

Implement these substeps

Break these steps down further as necessary, until we get 
to a manageable chunk that we can handle
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Questions to Ask

What is the overall algorithm and design of the 
program?

What data needs to be represented, and how do 
we do so in Java?
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Components

Main game loop

Start of game

Print board state

Player turn

Check for end condition

End of game
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Main Game Loop

The overall structure and logic of the program.

Overall algorithm:
Start game

while (game hasn't ended):

Get the current player's next move

Apply the result of the move

Check whether game has ended

End game
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Start of Game

Initialize the data structures we need to store 
the information in the game.

What information do we need to store? What 
data types would be appropriate?

3x3 game board (char [][])

isGameOver (boolean)

nextPlayer (char)

Scanner to get player input

A variable to store player input
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Game Board
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0         1         2 

3 4         5 

6         7         8 



Print Board State

Print the current state of the game. We could 
make it graphical, but for simplicity, we will print 
it out using ASCII characters.
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0: O | 1:   | 2: X | 

3: X | 4: X | 5: O | 

6: O | 7:   | 8:   | 



Player Turn

Tasks:
Repeat until a valid selection is made:

Ask the current player for their next move

Check to see if the selection is valid

Apply the corresponding move to update the game 
board
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Check for End Condition

What defines the end of a game?
Every box is filled with 'X' or 'O'  draw

'X's or 'O' in a row  one player wins

horizontally (e.g., cells 0, 1, and 2)

vertically (e.g., cells 0, 3, 6)

diagonally (left-diagonal, right-diagonal)
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End of Game

Print the final state of the game:
Final game board

Who won? Or was it a draw?
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LET'S GET STARTED!

One step at a time
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First Steps

Write overall structure of the main game loop

Transfer our pseudocode from earlier into file

Extract all the methods that we need to write

Create stubs of these methods that we will 
implement.
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startGame

Initialize the game board.

What should be parameter list? The return 
type?
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printBoard

Display the current state of the game board.

e.g.
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0: O | 1:   | 2: X | 

3: X | 4: X | 5: O | 

6: O | 7:   | 8:   | 



getNextMove

Given the game board, and who the next player 
is, asks that player for a move.

Keep asking until we get a valid move

Return the move that is selected
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applyNextMove

Update the state of the game board with the 
move that we got from getNextMove
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hasGameEnded

Check whether the game has ended.

What are the possible outcomes?
<See slide 13>
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endGame

Print the final game result.
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Tic-Tac-Toe AI

How would you implement an AI for tic-tac-toe?
What method would you change/replace/add?

What strategy would you design for the AI?

How would you implement this strategy?

Challenge exercise: implement an AI for tic-tac-
toe that always at least draws
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